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A b strac t
Excited by a harm onic d isturbance, th e  prim ary s tru c tu re  will v ib ra te  a t the frequency of 
the driving force in the  steady  sta te . Traditionally, a passive absorber will be resorted to  largely 
suppress this v ibration  in the  event of the  constan t exciting frequency and the  low dam ping in 
the system; however, when th e  driving frequency is shifting a n d /o r  there  exists a high dam ping, 
it becomes impossible to  bring the  stead y -sta te  v ibrations to  rest or even to  a desired small value 
only using a passive v ib ra tion  absorber; instead, the  sem i-active or active v ibration  absorbers 
have been studied for decades, aim ing to  achieve b e tte r  results in v ibration  suppression.
The first p a rt of the  thesis presents a newly-designed sem i-active electrom agnetic vibration 
absorber (EMVA), whose stiffness is on-line tunable. T h is facilitates the  v ibration  suppression 
of the  prim ary system  excited by a harm onic force w ith  a  variable frequency. The EMVA 
consists of a clam ped-clam ped alum inum  beam  and a perm anen t m agnet th a t  is em bedded in 
the  center of the  beam  and placed betw een two poles of a  C -shaped electrom agnet. By varying 
the current of the electrom agnet, stiffness of the EMVA can be ad justed  instantaneously. A 
detailed procedure for the  characterization  of the  EMVA is presented. T he effective stiffness of 
the  absorber is determ ined num erically and  validated  experim entally. To tes t the  effectiveness in 
v ibration suppression, the  EMVA is used to  track  three types of the  exciting frequency variations: 
one-step, m ulti-step and linear.
The second p a rt of the  thesis provides a new perspective on the design of a tim e-delayed 
active vibration absorber. This control system  features one ou tpu t feedback. T he close rela­
tionship between the tim e-delayed active v ib ration  absorber and the trad itio n al PD controller is 
revisited w ith an assistance of a vector in terp re ta tion . T he stab ility  of the  com bined system  is 
discussed. The a tten tion  is focused on the  difficulty of m ain tain ing  the  stab ility  of the  combined 
system  while achieving a m arginal stab ility  of the  absorber system . An electrom agnetic active 
v ibration  absorber is developed. An online tun ing  s tra tegy  is im plem ented to  au tom atically  find 
the  optim um  gain while the  delay tim e is fixed. The experim ental results show th a t  the  pro­
posed online tun ing  algorithm  can ensure th e  stab ility  of th e  combined system  while m axim izing 
v ibration  suppression.
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P art I
A TUNABLE ELECTROMAGNETIC  
VIBRATION ABSORBER
1
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C hapter 1
A Tunable Electromagnetic Vibration 
Absorber
1.1 In troduction
Excited by an ex ternal harm onic force, th e  m achine and  struc tu res will v ibrate a t the  sam e 
frequency in the  steady sta te . In practice, th is v ibration  can often lead to  a num ber of undesir­
able circum stances. For exam ple, v ibration  of an autom obile or truck  can cause driver discom fort 
and, eventually fatigue. S truc tu ra l or m echanical failure can often resu lt from sustained v ib ra­
tion  (e.g. cracks in airplane wings). One approach to  pro tecting  a device from s tead y -sta te  
harm onic d isturbance is a  v ib ration  absorber; further, considering the  fact th a t  the frequency of 
the  sinusoidal force m ay change w ithin a certain  lim it, it is desirable to  design an absorber with 
its n a tu ra l frequency tunable.
1.1.1 Literature Review
Tunable v ibration  absorbers belong to  the  family of sem i-active control system s. Nowadays, 
sem i-active control system s are a ttrac tin g  m ore and more research in terests in the field of v ib ra­
tion control, since they  combine the  advantages of bo th  passive and active control system s. On 
one hand, they keep the  reliability of the  passive system s even in the  event of power loss; on 
the  o ther hand, they  m aintain  the  versatility  and adap tab ility  of active system s w ithout a  great 
am ount of power consum ption. Generally, th e  m echanical properties of th e  sem i-active system s, 
such as the stiffness an d /o r  the  dam ping value, can be ad justed  based on th e  feedback from  the 
m easured response a n d /o r  the excitation. Several variable stiffness v ib ra tion  absorbers have been
2
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proposed. Stiffness variation of the  device reported  in [1] was achieved by varying the effective 
num ber of coils in a helical spring used as the  absorber stiffness. T he sam e v ibration  absorber 
was used to  s tudy  non-collocated adaptive-passive v ib ration  control in [2], A vibration  absorber 
developed in [3] consists of a  flexible cantilever beam  a ttach ed  by a m ass a t its free end. By 
varying the  length of the  beam , the  absorber frequency can be varied. A variable stiffness device 
proposed in [4] has four coil springs arranged in a p lanar rhom bus configuration. The aspect ratio  
of the rhom bus configuration can be varied by a linear electrom echanical ac tu a to r to  achieve a 
continuous variation of the  absorber stiffness. In [5], a variable stiffness absorber sim ilar to  the 
one developed in [3] was used to  com pare two different tun ing  algorithm s. I t is noted th a t  all the 
above tunable  devices involve an electro-m echanical driven system . As a result, a  slow reaction  
speed m ay become the  m ain concern for th is type  of stiffness control devices. A lternatively, 
dam ping is som etim es added to  th e  absorber system s to  prevent resonance or to  improve th e  ef­
fective bandw idth  of operation  [6]-[7]. D am ping value can be m ade on-line ad justab le  by utilizing 
a variable-orifice valve to  a lter the  resistance to  the  flow of a conventional hydraulic fluid dam per 
[8]-[9]. Friction dam pers have also been widely studied  as ano ther approach in sem i-active vi­
b ration  control [10]-[11]. M ost noticeably, electro-rheological or m agneto-rheological dam pers 
feature a b road-bandw idth  m odulation  of the  dam ping characteristics th rough  the  varia tion  of 
an electrical or m agnetic field [12]-[14]. However, when adding the  dam ping into the system , the 
perform ance of the  absorber a t the  design frequency is sacrificed.
Over the past decades, various devices based on m agnetism  or electrom agnetism  have been 
used to  suppress vibration. T he electrom agnetic servom echanism  developed in [15] consists 
of two pairs of electrom agnets and a  lever. T he  curren t to  each electrom agnet is controlled 
separately. In th is way, one pair of electrom agnet and lever produces a pushing force while the 
other pair produces a  pulling force vice versa such th a t  an  active dynam ic vibration absorber 
is obtained. In [16], perm anent m agnets were used to  build  an extrem ely soft spring for the 
purpose of v ib ra tion  isolation. A hybrid-type active v ib ra tion  isolation system  developed in  [17] 
uses bo th  electrom agnetic and pneum atic forces. In [18], an electrom agnetic device was designed 
to param etrically  excite the  experim ental beam . The phenom enon of eddy current has been 
explored to  develop m agnetic dam pers [l9]-[21].
Similar to  the  devices reported  in [l]-[5], the  device developed in th is  study  is a variable
3
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stiffness one. However, a notable difference is th a t  the  present device is non-con tact and non­
m echanical m otion and the change of the  stiffness can be realized instantly. Also, different from 
the  electrom agnetic devices referred above, th e  present system  is tunable  on-line. In add ition , a 
detailed procedure for the  characterization  of the  stiffness is presented, which is lacking in [15]- 
[18]. The rest of th is first p a rt of the  thesis is organized as follows: subsequently  in this C hap ter, 
the developed Electrom agnetic V ibration  A bsorber (EMVA) is in troduced and  an experim ental 
setup used to  tes t the  EMVA is explained; the  procedure for the  characterization  of the  EMVA 
is presented; In C hap ter 2, an experim ental calibration  is conducted and th e  perform ance of the 
EMVA is tested; Finally, in C hap ter 3, several design issues re la ted  to the  tu n ab le  electrom agnetic 
v ibration  absorber are discussed.
1.1.2 The Tunable Electromagnetic V ibration Absorber
Figure 1.1 shows a photograph of the developed electrom agnetic v ib ration  absorber a ttach ed  
to  a prim ary system . The entire experim ental system  consists of th ree subsystem s: EMVA, 
prim ary system , and com puter control system . As schem atically shown in Fig. 1.2, the  EMVA 
comprises a clam ped-clam ped alum inum  beam  (1) and a  perm anen t m agnet (PM ) (2) th a t  is 
em bedded in the  center of the  beam  and placed betw een two poles of an electrom agnet (3). The 
electrom agnet is constructed  by winding Gauge 18 copper wire around a  C -shaped steel core. 
The perm anent m agnet plays a dual role: acting  as an absorber mass and  form ing a variable 
m agnetic spring by in teracting  w ith the  electrom agnet th rough  varying the  DC curren t of the  
electrom agnetic coils. The prim ary system  (4) is an alum inum  slab supported  by an alum inum  
p late  on each side, acting like a single degree-of-freedom (D O F) system. T he electrom agnet is 
fastened to  the  slab by two brackets, form ing p a rt of the prim ary  mass. A sm all perm anen t 
m agnet (5) is glued on an alum inum  bar th a t  is clam ped to  th e  prim ary m ass. This perm anen t 
m agnet in teracts w ith  an electrom agnetic shaker (6) to  generate a non-contact exciting force. 
The purpose of adding the  alum inum  bar betw een the  perm anen t m agnet and  the  prim ary  m ass 
is to  m inimize the  interference of the  m agnetic field generated by the electrom agnetic shaker and 
the one generated  by th e  absorber electrom agnet. T he param eters of the system  are sum m arized 
in Table 1.1. The com puter control system  is explained as follows: the response of the absorber 
mass is m easured by an accelerom eter (B&K 4393V) which is located  at the  end of the  face of PM , 
while another accelerom eter located at the center of one bracket is used to  feedback the response
4
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of the  prim ary system . T he signals are conditioned via a charge am plifier (B&K Nexus2692). 
Subsequently, the  D a ta  Acquisition B oard DS1102 (dSpace) is utilized to  convert the  signals 
from analog to  digital or digital to  analog. C ontrolD esk (dSpace) provides th e  interface betw een 
M atlab, Simulink and DS1102. A Sim ulink m odel was developed to  im plem ent on-line tuning. 
The sam pled d a ta  are first stored  in an S-function nam ed ’’Buffer” until a  specified d a ta  length 
such as N =  1024 or 2048 is reached, and the  sam pling ra te  in the  experim ent is 1 ms. T hen 
the  d a ta  are passed to  an S function nam ed ”F F T ” where F F T  is conducted  and the  peak 
frequency in the F F T  spectrum  is determ ined. In the  following step, the  desired coil cu rren t is 
com puted using the predeterm ined equation and sent to  a curren t regu lato r board. T he o u tp u t 
of the board  supplies the  desired am plitude of the  DC current to  the  electrom agnetic coils. The 
exciting signal is generated  by a  subsystem  w ithin the  Sim ulink m odel and  sent to  a  power 
amplifier (B&K 2706). T he o u tp u t of th e  am plifier drives the  electrom agnetic  shaker to  excite 
the  prim ary system.
Figure 1.1: Photograph of the experimental setup.
1.2 C haracterization  o f th e  EM V A
C haracterization  of th e  EMVA is very im portan t for its design and im plem entation. As 
shown in Fig. 1.3, th ree  springs are involved in the  EMVA, namely, constan t spring kc\ due to
5
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the entire experimental system.
Symbol Description Quantity, Unit
m a Absorber mass 0.151 kg
m Prim ary mass 3.074 kg
ca Damping coefficient of the absorber system 0.18 N s / m
c Damping coefficient of the primary system 3.71 N s / m
Ri Inner radius of the electromagnetic coils 11.0 m m
R2 External radius of the electromagnetic coils 20.0 m m
L Circumference of the electromagnet 314.16 m m
N Turns of the coils 784
Mo Permeability of free space 4-7T x 10~7H / m
6 The gap space between two pole faces of the electromagnet 42.0 m m
I Length of PM 48.0 m m
w W idth of PM 22.0 m m
h Thickness of PM 10.0 m m
R Resistance of coils 4.62 n
Table 1.1: System parameters
6
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the absorber beam , constan t spring /cc2 due to  th e  in teraction  betw een th e  perm anent m agnet 
and the core of the  electrom agnet, and  variable spring kv due to  th e  in terac tion  betw een the 
perm anent m agnet and electrom agnet. In w hat follows, a tten tio n  is paid  on determ ination  of kv 
and kc2 . The dynam ics of the EMVA is explored to  obtain  the  relationship  betw een the m agnetic 
force and the  displacem ent of th e  absorber mass. W ith  th is relationship , th e  electrom agnetic 
stiffness kv is established.
S1 S2
OE S------— N
Figure 1.3: Three springs involved in the EMVA.
1.2.1 M agnetic Stiffness due to  the Interaction between the Electrom agnet and the PM
To determ ine the  m agnetic stiffness betw een the  electrom agnet and the  PM , first the  m agnetic 
flux density of the  electrom agnet needs to  be determ ined. T he following analysis s tra tegy  is 
employed. T he flux density from one pole of the  electrom agnet is de term ined  by m odeling the 
coils as a curren t carrying hollow cylinder w ith  an inner radius R i ,  an o u te r radius R 2, and 
a length L.  T he flux density of such a hollow cylinder can be found by exam ining first the 
m agnetic field from a circular curren t loop w ith a radius a shown in Fig. 1.4. Expanding on the 
Biot-Savart law, which determ ines the  m agnetic field contribu tion  of a cu rren t carrying elem ent, 
the flux density  B ir (the subscript I m eans a loop) in the radial d irection r  and  the  flux density  
Biz in the  axial direction z can be expressed as [22]
( 1. 1)
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B lr(a , r , z )  =
[l0l z
2ir r \(a + r ) 2 + z 2\1/2
a +  r 2 +  z2 
' (a — r ) 2 +  z2
- E x
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Biz (a,r,  z) =
Figure 1.4: Circular current loop. 
Ho i 1
E ,
2 2 r  — z
+  E\ ( 1 .2 )
2vr [(a +  r ) 2 +  z 2]l/2 [ z {a -  r ) 2 +  z 2 
respectively, where E\  and E 2 are the  com plete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind 
respectively, and they  are of the forms:
r  7T
E i ( a , r , z )  =
Jo
E 2( a , r , z ) =
Jo
Aar - 1 / 2
1 -  y , T 2 , 2 sin2 6 d6 (1.3)(a +  r ) 2 +  z l
Aar 11/2
1 — 7------- 77------y sin2 6 dd (1.4)
(a +  r ) 2 +  z 2 K '
Now considering th a t  the  curren t carrying hollow cylinder is composed of infinite num bers
of such circular curren t loops, the  to ta l contribu tion  of the  m agnetic field of th e  cylinder can be
found by in tegrating Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) in bo th  the radial and  axial directions, as illustrated  
in Fig. 1.5,
r K  2  r L ,
B sr( r , z ) =  / / Bir (a,r,  z  + \ ) d \ d c
J R\ J 0
f 'R .2  r L
B sz( r , z ) =  /  /  B u ( a , r , z  + \ ) d \ d c
J r . !  J o
(1.5)
( 1 .6 )
where B sr and B sz (the subscrip t s m eans a single pole of th e  electrom agnetic  coils) are the 
radial and axial m agnetic flux density  from one pole of the curren t carrying coils, respectively, 
w ith the  origin located at the  center of the  pole face. Note th a t  in the  equations above, the  loop 
current should be su b stitu ted  by
N I  
(R2 ~  Ri )L
(1.7)
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Figure 1.5: Instructive sketch of integration area.
where I  is the coil current. The to ta l m agnetic flux densities B cr and  B cz (the  subscript c m eans 
th e  electrom agnetic coils w ithout the  effect of the  steel core) from  the  two poles of the cu rren t 
carrying coils can th en  be found by superposition. Taking the  m agnetic flux density along the 
centerline of air gap for exam ple, Fig. 1.6 illustrates the  axial m agnetic flux density from th e  two 
poles of the electrom agnet respectively; after adding these two com ponents point to  po in t, the 
to ta l flux density B cz can  be obtained. Note th a t  th e  negative signs for the  flux density B cz and 
the  coil curren t I  la te r on are w ith respect to  the  coordinates and  the  curren t direction defined 
in Fig. 1.3.
A ferrom agnetic core can significantly m agnify the  m agnetic  field produced by the  coils, and 
the am plification num ber jir , i.e., the  relative perm eability  of the  steel core, approaches to  a 
constan t at a certain  region of operation. F urther, for a certain  coil curren t, the flux available 
in the  air gap is solely affected by the  term  n r/ j  and, the  denom inator 7  is called leakage factor 
defined as the  ratio  of the  to ta l flux to  the  gap flux. Therefore, the  to ta l flux density functions 
in the  radial and axial direction are given by
B z = ^ B cz, B r = ^ - B cr (1.8)
7 7
Since the value of /ir / 7  varies w ith  m aterials of the  core, specific experim ental setup, etc ., it is 
custom ary to  determ ine it experim entally. Thus, a DC m agnetom eter (A lphaLab, Model: DCM ) 
was used to  m easure th e  axial m agnetic flux density  a t the  points along the centerline of the  gap, 
while, the  ferrom agnetic core is inserted in the  center of the  coils and four different am plitudes 
of DC currents are applied respectively. F ig .1.7 shows the  m easured axial flux densities and  the
9
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Figure 1.6: Axial magnetic flux density from the electromagnet, along the centerline of the gap: dashdot, flux 
density from one pole; dashed, that from the other pole; solid, the total axial flux density after superposition.
theoretical values calculated using Eq.( 1.8), where the  term  /ir / j  was found to  be 27.3 in the  
following way: increase the value of /ur / 7  from  zero step by step  w ith the  step  size 0.1, each 
step  the  discrepancy between the  experim ental value and the  analytical one was calculated; it 
was found th a t  when ptr /y  =  27.3 the  discrepancy is the sm allest one, a t 94% accuracy for the 
displacem ent range [-0.015, 0.015] m, where the  origin is located a t the center of the  air gap, and
17 17
th e  accuracy percentage is the ra tio  of \B ez {i) — B z (i)| and \B ez {i)\, where B ez {i) is th e  ith
i =  l  i = 1
experim ental value and B z (i) is the  corresponding axial flux density  calculated  by Eq. (1.8).
Considering the  complexity of Eqs. ( 1.1-1.8), num erical m ethods are com m only em ployed 
to  com pute the  d istribu tion  of th e  m agnetic field around the  gap area. T he radial and axial 
com ponents of the m agnetic field induced by the  electrom agnet carrying -1.5 A of DC cu rren t 
are given in Figs. 1.8 and 1.9, respectively. From  Fig. 1.8, it can be seen th a t  the  peaks of 
the  rad ial flux density B T occur on the  pole faces a t a d istance of 15 mm, i.e., the  m ean rad ius 
of the  coils and  it diminishes to  zero along the  centerline of the  coils. By con trast, th e  axial 
flux density  B z peaks along the  centerline of the  coils, reaches m axim um  on the  pole faces and 
becomes m inim um  in the  middle of th e  air gap.
W ith  th e  flux density of the  electrom agnet available, the  in teraction  force betw een the  elec-
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Figure 1.7: Magnetic flux density from the electromagnet, along the centerline of the gap, (a) I =  -0.5 A, (b) I 
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Figure 1.8: The radial magnetic flux density of the electromagnet, I =  -1.5 A, the origin is a t the gap center.
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Figure 1.9: The axial magnetic flux density of the electromagnet, I =  -1.5 A, the origin is at the gap center, 
trom agnet and the PM  is given by [22]
Fz =  - d W / d z  (1.9)
w here W  is the  energy of in terac tion  of th e  e lectrom agnet and the  PM  and m ay be ca lcu la ted  
as the  integral of the  pole density  on pole surfaces S i and S 2 (see Fig. 1.3) of the  PM  tim es the  
p o ten tia l (pem from the  e lectrom agnet, where ipem is defined as
( 1 .10)
w here H z is the  m agnetic  s tren g th  w ith  un it of A m  F If (/jf71 is the  p o ten tia l from  the  e lec tro ­
m agnet a t the  pole face S i and th a t  a t the  pole face S 2, th en
W  = p 0 J  Mtpfmd S + f i 0 j  ( - M)tpe2md S  
s i s 2
( 1 .11 )
or
Fz = —fiQ J  M ^ - d S + p o j  MJ^ dS = M(J B zld S -  J  B z2d S ) (1.12)
Si S2 Si s2
where B zi =  i =  1, 2, th ey  are th e  e lectrom agnetic  flux density on th e  pole face S i and
S2 of the  PM  respectively. M  is the  m agnetiza tion  of the  PM  (for the  definition of m agnetiza tion ,
12
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see A ppendix A). E quation  (1.12) indicates th a t  the  force Fz is p roportional to  the  difference 
between the to ta l flux over the  pole face Si  and th a t  over the  pole face S 2- N ote th a t , due to  the 
sym m etry of d istribu tions of the  radial m agnetic flux, no net in terac tion  force exists in th e  radial 
direction. Figure 1.10 shows the  curves of th e  electrom agnetic force Fz versus the  displacem ent 
of the PM  for four different am plitudes of the  coil currents, calculated  according to  Eq. (1.12). 
As shown in the  figure, w ith in  the  range of [-0.01, 0.01] m, the  force-displacem ent relationship  
is close to  be linear. T he linearized curves are  shown in the  F igure as well, and their slopes 
(see Table 2.1) are the  electrom agnetic stiffness kv . It is also understandab le  th a t  when positive 
currents are applied, sim ilar curves w ith positive slopes are obtained  and result in the positive 
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Figure 1.10: Interaction force Fz versus the displacement of the PM with the origin a t the gap center: (a) I =  
-2.0 A, (b) I =  -1.5 A, (c) I =  -1.0 A, (d) I =  -0.5 A: solid line, analytical; dotted line, linearized.
1.2.2 M agnetic Stiffness due to the Interaction between the PM  and the Core
T he orthorhom bic PM  I x w  x h (see Fig. l . l l ) c a n  be represented by two rectangles of 
surface pole density a  =  ± M  [22], where M  is the  m agnet s treng th  or m agnetiza tion  of th e  PM  
with th e  un it d m -1 . The flux density on the central axis a t a d istance z from  th e  PM  can be
13
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yj  (12 +  4 z 2) (w2 +  4 z 2) yj[l2 +  4 (z  +  h )2}[w2 +  4 (z  +  h)2}
As m any factors affect the  p roduction  of PM s, their final m agnetic p roperties m ay vary. The 
M agnetic M aterials Producers A ssociation (MM PA) allows for up to  20% varia tion  in m agnetic  
energy from the  published values for a grade of m agnetic m aterial, th is large swing in m agnetic 
properties can greatly  affect the  perform ance of any device using PM s. Because of th is, the  
properties of a perm anent m agnet are norm ally determ ined experim entally. In order to identify  
the surface pole density a, the m agnetic flux density was m easured by using th e  DC m agnetom eter 
a t the  points off the  pole face and along the centerline of the  PM . C om paring them  w ith  th a t 
obtained by Eq. (1.13), a  was found to  be 395.8 k A m ~ l , as shown in Fig. 1.12.
To understand  the  in teraction force between the  PM  and the  core, first, le t consider the  force 
between a PM  and one end of a ferrom agnetic cylinder, as shown in Fig. 1.13, th is force m ay be 
approxim ated as [23]
F  = a B 2s A  (1.14)
where a  is a constan t to  be determ ined, A  the area  of the PM  surface, and  B s  the  flux density  
a t the  surface of the  ferrom agnetic cylinder. Let iq  be the in teraction  force between the  right 
end of the  core and the  PM  and F2 th a t  for the  left end, referred to  Fig. 1.13. W hen the PM  is
14
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Figure 1.12: Magnetic flux density B pm at the points along the centerline of the PM with the origin located at 
the center of the pole face: dot, experimental; solid line, analytical.
! h
Figure 1.13: Interaction between the PM and the core
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located in the exact m iddle of the  air gap of the  core, F\  =  — F 2 such th a t  the  net force is zero. 
W hen the PM  is moved to  right, |F j | >  |F 2|, vice versa. Using Eq. (5.1), the  net force ac ting  on 
the  PM  is given by
F  -  Fi  -  F2 =  a A ( B 2sl  -  B 2S2) (1.15)
where B Si and B s 2 are the  flux density  a t the  right and left end of the  core, respectively. 
Considering the fact th a t  the m agnetization  in th e  ferrom agnetic core induced by the  m agnetic 
field of the PM  is no t uniform  and the  core is curved, an experim ent was set up to  determ ine 
the relationship of th e  in teraction  force and the  displacem ent. As shown in Fig. 1.14, th e  core 
was glued on a p lastic p la te  and th en  placed on a  precision electronic scale (OHAUS Model: 
GT4100). The PM  was located in the  pole gap w ith its position ad justab le . F irst the  scale 
reading w ithout the  PM  was reset to  be zero. T hen  the  position of the  PM  was varied and  the 
scale reading was recorded. W hen the  air gap betw een the  PM  and th e  lower surface of the 
opening of the  core was narrowed, the  scale reading was reduced. This way, th e  in terac ting  force 
between the PM  and th e  core was found. T he results are shown in Fig. 1.15. It can be seen th a t 
when the displacem ent of the PM  center is w ith in  the  range [-0.005, 0.005] m, the  in teraction  
force varies linearly w ith  the change of the  displacem ent, and has a tendency  to  pull th e  PM  
tow ards the core. Therefore this stiffness /cc2 is approxim ated  as a constan t value of -417 N /m , 
as in Fig. 1.16. E quation  (1.15) was used to  curve-fit the  d a ta  such th a t  th e  constan t a  was 
found to be a  =  0.913 x 106m iJ _1.
16
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Figure 1.15: Interaction force of the PM and the core: dot, experimental; solid line, analytical.
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Figure 1.16: Interaction force of the PM and the core versus the displacement (Linearized)
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C hapter 2
Experiment
An experim ent was carried out to  serve for three purposes: initial testing  of th e  absorber system  
and the  entire system , experim ental de term ination  of the  relationship  betw een coil curren t and 
the  absorber n a tu ra l frequency, and  evaluation of the  effectiveness of the  EMVA in the  v ib ration  
suppression.
2.1 P relim inary  T esting
An im pulse excitation is a force th a t  is applied for a very sho rt length  of tim e and represents 
one exam ple of a shock loading. The response of a system  to an im pulse is identical to th e  free 
response of the  system  to certain  in itial conditions. In v ibration  testing, a m echanical device 
under tes t is often given an im pact, and the  response is m easured to  determ ine the sy stem ’s 
v ibration  properties. W hen the  absorber system  is no t a ttached , h it the  p rim ary  system  w ith 
a ham m er, and the  h itting  point is selected a t th e  very end of one supporting  plate where 
the  prim ary m ass is fixed. The im pact response of the  prim ary system  is m easured using the 
accelerom eter and p lo tted  in Fig. 2.1; T hrough  F ast Fourier Transform  (F F T ), the  n a tu ra l 
frequency of the  prim ary  system  was found to  be / p=16.0 Hz, which can be seen from Fig. 2.2. 
In order to  prevent its resonance, the  absorber frequency m ust be tuned  to  be f a= 16.0 Hz when 
no curren t is applied to  the electrom agnet coils. To achieve it, kci was ad justed  by m anually  
tensioning the  absorber beam  such th a t  / a=18.1 Hz in the  case th a t  the electrom agnet is no t in 
place, the  im pact response and the  corresponding F F T  spectrum s are shown in Fig. 2.3 and  Fig. 
2.4, respectively. A fter the  electrom agnet is installed  and the negative stiffness k c2 takes effect, 
the absorber frequency was reduced to  16.0 Hz, as illu stra ted  in Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.2: Spectrum of an impact response of the primary system in FFT.
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Figure 2.3: Im pact response of the absorber beam, without the electromagnet in place.
18.1 Hz
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 2.4: Spectrum of an impact response of the absorber beam in FFT, without the electromagnet in place.
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Figure 2.6: Spectrum of an impact response of the absorber system in FFT.
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To determ ine experim entally  the  m agnetic  stiffness kv , the n a tu ra l frequencies of the absorber 
system  corresponding to  different coil cu rren ts were found by im pact testing  as well. The prim ary 
mass was fastened firmly on the  ground th rough  a rigid support. T he curren t to  th e  electrom agnet 
was increased from 0 A to  2.3 A at a step  of 0.1 A, th en  decreased to  -2.3 A a t the sam e step 
size. Finally the  curren t was loaded up  from -2.3 A to  2.3 A a t the  sam e pace. For each 
given current, the  absorber mass was tap p ed  and th e  acceleration signals of the  absorber mass 
were recorded. By applying the F F T  to  the  m easured response, the  n a tu ra l frequency f a of 
the absorber was found. Figure 2.7 shows the curves of the absorber frequency f a versus the 
loading and unloading of the coil curren t. It exhibits the  characteristic  of slight hysteresis due 
to  the na tu re  of the steel core. A com parison of the  variable stiffness kv ob tained  analytically 
and experim entally is dem onstrated  in Table 2.1; it indicates th a t  th e  analy tical characterization 
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Figure 2.7: Absorber frequency versus the coil current during the loading and unloading periods.
The com ponential stiffnesses in the  experim ental system  are sum m arized in Table 2.2. The 
stiffness k  of the  prim ary system , the  stiffness kc\ of the  absorber beam  and the invariable stiffness
23
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Coil Current (A)
(A)




D ata (N /m ) 
unloading
- 0.5 - 117.04 -136.08 -103.11
- 1.0 - 234.08 -265.80 -216.80
- 1.5 - 351.10 -357.67 -327.44
- 2.0 - 468.15 -431.58 -416.99
0.5 117.04 106.72 142.43
1.0 234.08 215.01 251.88
1.5 351.10 328.88 347.86
2.0 468.15 424.73 424.73
Table 2.1: Variable stiffness kv
Symbol Description Quantity, Unit
kci stiffness of absorber beam 1953 N /m
kc2 invariable stiffness caused by interaction of PM and steel core -426 N /m
kc constant part of absorber stiffness kci +  kc2 N /m
kv variable part of absorber stiffness controlled by coil current [-430,430] N /m
ka total stiffness of absorber system kc -1- kv N /m
k stiffness of primary system 31067.0 N /m
Table 2.2: The componential stiffnesses in the experimental system
k C2 caused by the  in teraction  of PM  and the steel core are caculated  using Eq. (2.1),
k' =  m'uj'2 (2.1)
where A/, m ’ and u/ are the  corresponding stiffness, mass and the  n a tu ra l frequency of the object.
In order to  help understand  the ex ten t to  which the  analytical characterization  of the  EM VA 
can predict its dynam ics, the  variable stiffness k v , obtained in the  experim ental and analy tical 
ways, is p lo tted  in Fig. 2.8 respectively, it shows th a t  the experim ental results closely coincide 
w ith those obtained  analytically  provided th a t  th e  coil current is w ithin [-1.5, 1.5] A; however, 
when the  needed current is beyond th a t  range, the  values achieved by two different m ethods will 
s ta r t  to  differ, because th e  ferrom agnetic core becom es satu ra ted .
T he constitu tive com ponents of the  stiffness of the  entire EMVA are illu stra ted  in Fig. 2.9,
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Figure 2.8: The variable stiffness kv obtained experimentally and analytically: dot, experimental; solid line, 
analytical
and it also shows the  ad justab le  m argin for kv and the  resulting ad justab le  range for ka.
Since k a can be varied when different DC curren ts go th rough  the  coils, th e  n a tu ra l fre­
quencies of the whole system  will correspondingly experience a variation. A n experim ent was 
carried out next to  find out those n a tu ra l frequencies. Set the coil curren t to  be -2A, OA and 
2A, respectively; keeping each curren t constant, th e  combined system  was driven by the  ex ternal 
force w ith a frequency changing from a low frequency (12Hz,13Hz and 14Hz) to  a high frequency 
(18Hz,19.2Hz and 21Hz) a t a step  of 0.1 Hz; for each step, the s teady -sta te  am plitude of th e  ac­
celeration signal was m easured and recorded. T he curves for the  m agnitudes of th e  acceleration 
signals versus the driving frequencies were p lo tted  in Fig. 2.10. It shows th a t  w ithou t a  cu rren t 
in the  coils th e  resonance frequencies of the  entire system  are 14.5 Hz and 17.9 Hz, respectively; 
moreover, the  m agnitude reaches its lowest po in t a t 16.0 Hz, which is the  anti-resonance fre­
quency. U ndoubtedly, the  n a tu ra l frequencies of the  entire system  can be found by an im pact 
testing  as well. The im pact response of the  whole system  w ithout coil cu rren t was recorded and 
then  shown in Fig. 2.11. A pplying F F T  on the  response, as in Fig. 2.12, it can be found th a t  
the  frequencies corresponding to the peak spectrum s are 14.5 Hz and 17.9 Hz, th is coincide w ith  
the  analysis above. I t should also be noted, when the  coil cu rren t I  =  —2 A, the  resonance
25
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Figure 2.9: Constitutive components of the spring force of the EMVA: plus, force associated with kci \ circle, force 














Figure 2.10: M agnitude of the acceleration signals versus the driving frequencies: dashed line, I=-2A; solid line, 
I=0A; dashdot line, I=2A.
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Figure 2.12: spectrums of an impact response of the whole system in FFT.
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frequencies shift to the  left, a t 13.4 Hz and  16.8 Hz, respectively; w hen the  coil cu rren t I  =  2 A, 
the  resonance frequencies shift to the  right, a t 15 Hz and 19.6 Hz, respectively; fu rther, in each 
case, the highest peak frequency is the  one close to  16.0 Hz.
2.2 A pp lication  o f th e  EM V A
The control stra tegy  originates from th e  trad itio n a l design of the  passive v ib ra tion  absorbers. 
In the  case th a t  the system  dam ping is low, the  passive v ibration  absorber can elim inate the 
vibrations of the  prim ary s truc tu re  a t the  design frequency, however, once the  exciting frequency 
shifts away, the  prim ary system  m ay experience severe oscillations. Instead , the  tunab le  EMVA 
can correspondingly change its frequency to  follow th e  variation of th e  exciting frequency; as a 
result, the vibrations of th e  prim ary system  are effectively suppressed.
m  piimary timer are
O j
Figure 2.13: 2-DOF system with variable stiffness kv .
As shown in Fig. 2.13, the  governing equations of the  dynam ics of the  2-D O F system  w ith 
variable stiffness kv is given by
m  0 x{t)
+
0 m a x a{t)









( 2 .2 )
where F 0 sin(cut) is the ex ternal sinusoidal force and ka =  kc + kv . M athem atical m anipulation
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leads to the steady s ta te  displacem ent of the  prim ary s truc tu re  in  th e  frequency dom ain,
k a  — TUaUJ1 + j c a U)
X  = ------------------------- “------- 5--------^-2-------------------------- F 0 (2.3)
k  +  ka — m u 2 +  j ( c  + ca) u  —k a — j c au
- k a -  j c a0J ka -  m auj2 +  j c aio
where j  =  \ / —T. The EMVA m ay in troduce a small dam ping ca in to  th e  system , which causes the 
com plete elim ination of the  steady s ta te  v ib ration  of th e  prim ary s tru c tu re  impossible; however, 
the  m ain concern should be given on the  term  k a — m aui2 in the  num era to r of E quation  (2.3). 
Thus the  tun ing  condition is given as
kc + kv
u a = \ - ------~ = u  2.4V rna
The objective of th e  au to -tun ing  s tra tegy  is to  ensure th a t  th e  n a tu ra l frequency of the 
absorber equals the exciting frequency, i.e., f a =  / ,  th rough  ad justing  the  electrom agnet current. 
The excitation frequency can be detected  by perform ing F F T  on the  recorded response of the 
absorber mass, and the  frequency corresponding to  the  m axim um  peak  of the  spectrum  of the 
response is regarded as / .  The relationship  betw een the  curren t and  the  absorber frequency 
was obtained by conducting a th ird-order polynom ial least-square curve fitting  on the averaged 
points of the loading and  unloading curves. Figure 2.14 shows the  average points and the  best 
fit curve. The best fit curve equation is given as
I  =  -117 .3428  +  21.0199/a -  1.2995445/a2 +  0.0277619/ a3 (2.5)
Further, when the  in teraction  force betw een the  electrom agnet and the  PM  is known, the  
absorber frequencies corresponding to  various curren t can be calculated  analytically, it is depicted 
in Fig. 2.15, and the  m athem atica l equation is represented by
I  =  -6 .52355  +  0.02546722/2 (2.6)
As shown in Fig. 1.2, the response of the  absorber mass is m easured by an accelerom eter 
(B&K 4393V), and conditioned via a charge amplifier (B&K Nexus2692). Subsequently, the  
D ata  A cquisition B oard DS1102 (dSpace) is utilized to  convert the  signals from  analog to  d igital 
or d igital to  analog. ControlD esk (dSpace) provides th e  interface betw een M atlab , Simulink and 
DS1102. A Simulink m odel was developed to  im plem ent on-line tun ing . T he sam pled d a ta  are
29
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Figure 2.15: The absorber frequencies obtained experimentally and analytically: dot, experimental; solid line, 
analytical
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first stored in an S-function nam ed ’’Buffer” until a specified d a ta  length  such as N  =  1024 or 
2048 is reached, and the  sam pling ra te  in th e  experim ent is 1 ms. T hen  the  d a ta  are passed 
to  an S-function nam ed ”F F T ” where F F T  is conducted and the  peak  frequency in the F F T  
spectrum  is determ ined. In the  following step , the desired coil cu rren t is com puted by Eq. (2.5) 
or (2.6) and sent to  a curren t regulator board. T he o u tp u t of the  board  supplies the desired 
am plitude of the  DC curren t to  the  electrom agnetic coils. The exciting signal is generated  by a 
subsystem  w ithin th e  Simulink m odel and  sent to  a power amplifier (B&K 2706). T he ou tpu t of 
the  amplifier drives the  electrom agnetic shaker to  excite th e  prim ary  system .
Based on Eq.(2.5), th ree testing  scenarios were devised to dem onstra te  the  effectiveness of 
the  EMVA in suppressing the  v ib rations caused by a shifted excitation  frequency: one-step 
change, m ultip le-step  change and linear change. In the  one-step change the  exciting frequency 
is changed from 16.0 Hz to  14.5 Hz, th is  is to  sim ulate the  situation : in the  beginning, the 
absorber system  is working a t its originally designed frequency, now no curren t goes through  the 
coils and, the absorber acts solely as a passive one; a t the  in stan t of 5 s, the  exciting frequency 
experiences a  sudden variation from th e  anti-resonance frequency to  the  first n a tu ra l frequency. 
W ith  the  stiffness of the  absorber system  unchanged, the  prim ary system  will be a t resonance 
and v ib ra te  severely; however, when the  EMVA is activated , the  v ibrations of the  prim ary  mass 
are suppressed in a very short tim e, as can be seen in Fig. 2.16. T he m ulti-step  change is 
composed of th ree step changes of the  exciting frequency. For the  period  of t < 5 s, the  exciting 
frequency was 13.5 Hz. A t t =  5 s, th e  exciting frequency was suddenly changed to  be 14.5 Hz. 
At t =  20 s, it  was changed to  be 16.0 Hz. At t =  35 s, it was changed to  be 17.9 Hz. Figure 2.17 
shows the  experim ental results. W hen the  EMVA was not controlled, the  absorber frequency 
was 16.0 Hz. T he first step change b rought the  system  into resonance and the  response was 
increased significantly. T he second step  change resulted  in the  anti-resonance and the  response 
was decreased. T he th ird  step  change once again forced the system  into resonance and the 
response saw another surge. W hen the  au to -tun ing  control was activated , the  EMVA is capable 
of ad justing  its stiffness such th a t  v ib ration  of the  prim ary  mass was p rom ptly  suppressed a t each 
stage. As the  d a ta  length used was N  =  2048, the  reaction tim e for tun ing  was 2.048 s. It should 
be noted th a t  the  reaction tim e is solely dependent of the  tun ing  algorithm  while for those m otor- 
driven devices [l]-[5], an ex tra  tim e is needed for the  desired stiffness to  be reached. For the linear
31
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Figure 2.16: Experimental results for the one step change of the exciting frequency, 1V=2048 and using Eq. (2.5): 
(a) response of the primary mass without control of EMVA; (b) response of the primary mass with control of 
EMVA; (c) the exciting frequency (solid) and the measured frequency (dotted); (d) coil current.
change, the exciting frequency was varied linearly from 13.5 Hz to  17.9 Hz. Figure 2.18 shows 
the  results. It is noted th a t  the  tun ing  algorithm  based on F F T  failed to  follow the  variation 
of the  exciting frequency. W hen the  exciting frequency was continuously changed, the  tran sien t 
responses were excited out such th a t  th e  response was dom inated by a com ponent associated 
w ith one of the  n a tu ra l frequencies. T he peak frequency in the  F F T  spectrum  corresponded 
to  the  na tu ra l frequency instead  of the  exciting frequency. Such a lim ita tion  of th e  F F T  based 
algorithm  was addressed in [5].
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Figure 2.17: Experimental results for the multi-step change of the exciting frequency, ,/V=2048 and using Eq. 
(2.5): (a) response of the prim ary mass w ithout control of EMVA; (b) response of the primary mass with control 
of EMVA; (c) the exciting frequency (solid) and the measured frequency (dotted); (d) coil current.
20 25 30
Time (s)
Figure 2.18: Experim ental results for the linear change of the exciting frequency, ]V=2048 and using Eq. (2.5): 
(a) response of the  primary mass without control of EMVA; (b) response of the primary mass with control of 
EMVA; (c) the exciting frequency (solid) and the measured frequency (dotted); (d) coil current.
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The sam e experim ental scenarios were again conducted based on the  E quation  (2.6), to  
compare the two different ways obtaining the  relationships between the  coil curren t and absorber 
frequency. The results are shown in Fig. 2.19 - Fig. 2.21, they  prove th a t the effectivenesses 
in term  of v ib ra tion  suppression are alm ost the  sam e betw een the  experim ental m ethod  and 
analytical m ethod.
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Time (s)
Figure 2.19: Experimental results for one step change of the exciting frequency, 1V=2048 and using Eq. (2.6): (a) 
response of the primary mass without control of EMVA; (b) response of the primary mass with control of EMVA; 
(c) the exciting frequency (solid) and the measured frequency (dotted); (d) coil current.
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Figure 2.20: Experimental results for multi-step change of the exciting frequency, 7V=2048 and using Eq. (2.6): 
(a) response of the primary mass without control of EMVA; (b) response of the primary mass with control of 
EMVA; (c) the exciting frequency (solid) and the measured frequency (dotted); (d) coil current.
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Figure 2.21: Experimental results for the linear change of the exciting frequency, N=2048 and using Eq. (2.6): 
(a) response of the primary mass without control of EMVA; (b) response of the primary mass with control of 
EMVA; (c) the exciting frequency (solid) and the measured frequency (dotted); (d) coil current.
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In order to  com pare the  difference of the perform ance of the  EM VA when different d a ta  
lengths are used for F F T , the  experim ents were conducted once m ore by setting  N  =  1024. 
so now the reaction tim e for tun ing  was 1.024 s. F urther, for the  th ree  types of the exciting 
frequency variations, the  current-frequency Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) were applied respectively, and 
the experim ental results were p lo tted  in Fig. 2.22 - Fig. 2.27. It shows th a t  bo th  the d a ta  lengths 
N  =  1024 or 2048 used in F F T  can provide a sim ilar perform ance in v ib ration  suppression.
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Figure 2.22: Experimental results for one step change of the exciting frequency, M=1024 and using Eq. (2.5): (a) 
response of the primary mass w ithout control of EMVA; (b) response of the prim ary mass with control of EMVA; 
(c) the exciting frequency (solid) and the measured frequency (dotted); (d) coil current.
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Figure 2.23: Experimental results for multi-step change of the exciting frequency, iV=1024 and using Eq. (2.5): 
(a) response of the primary mass without control of EMVA; (b) response of the primary mass with control of 
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Figure 2.24: Experimental results for the linear change of the exciting frequency, 7V=1024 and using Eq. (2.5): 
(a) response of the primary mass without control of EMVA; (b) response of the primary mass with control of 
EMVA; (c) the exciting frequency (solid) and the measured frequency (dotted); (d) coil current.
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Figure 2.25: Experimental results for one step change of the exciting frequency, JV=1024 and using Eq. (2.6): (a) 
response of the primary mass w ithout control of EMVA; (b) response of the primary mass with control of EMVA; 
(c) the exciting frequency (solid) and the measured frequency (dotted); (d) coil current.
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Figure 2.26: Experimental results for multi-step change of the exciting frequency, V=1024 and using Eq. (2.6): 
(a) response of the primary mass without control of EMVA; (b) response of the primary mass with control of 
EMVA; (c) the exciting frequency (solid) and the measured frequency (dotted); (d) coil current.
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Figure 2.27: Experimental results for the linear change of the exciting frequency, V=1024 and using Eq. (2.6):
(a) response of the primary mass without control of EMVA; (b) response of the prim ary mass with control of 
EMVA; (c) the exciting frequency (solid) and the measured frequency (dotted); (d) coil current.
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C hapter 3
Several Design Issues on the EMVA
The curren t experim ental se tup  has dem onstra ted  the  feasibility of the  EMVA and its impressive 
effectiveness in v ibration  control; normally, the  availability of the m ateria ls a n d /o r  th e  com plexity 
of the experim ental procedure often impose the  constrains or lim ita tions on the design; however, 
it is possible to  extend the  research in theory. T his chap ter exam ines and addresses several 
design issues related  to  the  EMVA. F irst, a simplified equation is proposed to  com pute the  flux 
density d istribu tion  in the  gap of the electrom agnet, and the  approxim ation  error caused by this 
sim plification is investigated. Second, the  effect of cross-sectional shapes of the  perm anen t m ag­
net on the  variable m agnetic stiffness and the  constan t m agnetic stiffness is exam ined. Finally, 
how th e  gap spaces of th e  electrom agnet affect the  variable m agnetic stiffness kv is studied.
3.1 A  Sim plified E quation  for th e  D eterm in ation  o f th e  F lu x  D en sity  o f th e E lec­
trom agn et
To determ ine the  m agnetic stiffness caused by the  in teraction  betw een th e  perm anen t m agnet 
and the  electrom agnet, first the  m agnetic field betw een the  poles of te  electrom agnet needs to 
be found. In C hap ter 1, it was done by using the  fundam ental theory  of electrom agnetism . It 
involves num erically solving a trip le in tegration. In w hat follows, a sim plified num erical approach 
is proposed and the approxim ation errors caused by th is sim plification are  investigated.
T he solution of Eq. (1.6) involves a trip le in tegration  which m ust be done num erically (note 
th a t finding E\,  E 2 requires one in tegration). To simplify the  com putation , the hollow cylinder 
m ay be replaced by a cu rren t carrying cylindrical sheet w ith a radius R.  This way, Eq. (1.6)
40
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becomes
B Sz =  B [z( R , r , z  + \ ) d \  (3.1)
The loop current i should be su b stitu ted  by
• N I
1 = T  ‘3 -2>
Note th a t the flux density  B sz com puted by Eq. (1.6) or Eq. (3.1) is th e  one w ithout the  effect 
of the  core of the  electrom agnet. A ferrom agnetic core can significantly m agnify the  m agnetic 
strength . The effect is included by considering the  relative perm eability  of th e  steel core and the  
flux leakage of the  circuit.
W ith  the flux density  from one pole of the electrom agnet available, the  to ta l m agnetic  flux 
densities B z betw een the  two poles of the  electrom agnet can then  be found by superposition. 
Using the  param eters given in Table 1.1 and 7= 1 .5A, Fig. 3.1 shows a  com parison of the result 
based on Eq. (1.6) and th a t  based on Eq. (3.1). To use Eq. (3.1), the  rad ius R  is determ ined  by
R z= \ I ^ 1 ± 3  (3-3)
This R  divides the  cylinder into two cylinders th a t  have the  sam e cross-sectional areas. It 
can be seen th a t  bo th  Eqs. (1.6) and (3.1) give a sim ilar d istribu tion . To quan tita tive ly  com pare 
the difference of the  two results, an error index is defined as
£ =  E  E  I zi) ~  B l ( r i> z i ) \ / Y z Y . \ B l ( r u Zj) | (3.4)
i — 1 j = l  /  i — 1 j = l
where B \  is the to ta l flux density based on Eq. (1.6), B 2Z th e  one based on Eq. (3.1), Zj is varied 
from 0 to .02 m  in a step of .001 m and r t is varied from  0 to .05 m  in a step  of .001 m. The 
following five cases are considered: (1) 7?i=0.015 m, i?1=0.017 m, (2) 7?i=0.014 m, i?!=0.018 
m, (3) i?i=0.011 m, .Ri=0.020 m, (4) 7l1=0.009 m, i?i= 0 .021  m, (5) 7?i=0.006 m, 7?i=0.022 m. 
Note th a t  the  five cases are chosen in a way such th a t  i?=0.0161 m and  R 2 — R 1 is increased. Fig.
3.2 com pares th e  results in two ways. Fig. 3.2(a) gives B \  — B z where B \  corresponds to  case 
three. Fig. 3.2(b) shows the  error index e for the  five cases. It is no ted  th a t  the  error m ainly 
occurs a t the  pole faces and in the  radial direction around  the radius R  and the error increases 
w ith the  increase of R 2 — R\.
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0 -0.02 0 -0.02
Figure 3.1: The magnetic flux density of the electromagnet for I =  1.5 A: (a) based on Eq. (1.6); (b) based on 
Eq. (3.1).
(a) ;
-0 .0 1  N







1 2 3 4 5 (case)
Figure 3.2: Comparison of B \  and B 2Z; (a) B \ -  B%; (b) e defined by Eq. (3.4).
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3.2 Effect o f D ifferent C ross-Sectional Shapes o f  P M  on kv
The present EMVA uses a rectangular shape PM  because it is readily  available. A n a tu ra l 
question arises: how does a  cross-sectional shape of th e  PM  affect kv ? To understand  it, the 
in teracting forces are  com puted  using two m ore cross-sectional shapes: square and round. In the 
both  cases, the dim ension is chosen such th a t  all the  th ree  cross sections have the sam e area. The 
m agnetic field induced by the  electrom agnet is calculated  using Eq. (1.8). Figure 3.3 com pares 
the in teraction forces versus displacem ent for these th ree  cases. It is no ted  th a t the PM  w ith  a 
round shape offers the  largest force variation, thus th e  largest stiffness while the  PM  w ith  the 
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Displacement (m)
Figure 3.3: Interaction force versus the displacement of the PM  for three different shapes of the PM: solid line, 
rectangular; dashdot line, square; dashed line, round.
3.3 E ffect o f D ifferent C ross-Sectional Shapes o f  P M  on k c2
If the cross-sectional shape of the  PM  changes, it is expected th a t  it will affect kc2. Once 
again, consider the  square shape PM  and the  round shape PM  used above. The flux density 
from a square shape PM  can be found by Eq. (1.13) w ith  iu = I. Following the  derivation 
procedure given in [22], the  equation for th e  flux density  from  a round shape PM  is ob tained  as
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(see A ppendix A)
Bpm




. [rlm +  &  + h )2\
where rpm is the radius of the  PM . Using Eq. (1.15) w ith  a  =  0.913 x 106 m H th e  in teracting  
force between the PM  and the  core can be obtained. Figure 3.4 shows a com parison of the 
in teracting forces caused by these th ree different shapes of the  PM s. I t  is noted th a t  the  round 
shape results in the  largest change in th e  force, thus the  largest kc2 while the  rectangu lar shape 
results in the  sm allest force variation, thus the  sm allest kc2. I t is also no ted  th a t the  curve for 
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Figure 3.4: Interaction force of the PM  and the core for three different shapes of PM: solid line, rectangular; 
dashdot line, square; dashed line, round.
3.4 Effect o f th e  G ap Spaces o f th e  E lectrom agn et on kv
C onsideration of the gap space of the  electrom agnet is based on several factors; the  thickness 
of the  PM , the  m axim um  allowable displacem ent of the PM , and the size of the  electrom agnet, etc. 
W ith  all the  o ther param eters unchanged, two m ore gap spaces are considered. T he in teracting  
forces betw een the  electrom agnet and the  PM  for these th ree  different gap spaces are shown in 
Fig. 3.5. It can be seen th a t  w ith  a narrow er gap space, a greater and m ore linear stiffness kv 
can be obtained.
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Figure 3.5: Interacting force between the electromagnet and the PM for three different gap spaces: solid line, 
5=0.042 m; dashdot line, 5=0.032 m; dashed line, 5=0.052 m.
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P art II
A TIME-DELAYED VIBRATION  
ABSORBER
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C hapter 4
A Time-Delayed Vibration Absorber
4.1 In troduction
Excited by a harm onic d isturbance, the  prim ary s tru c tu re  will v ib ra te  a t the frequency of 
the  driving force in th e  steady  sta te . T raditionally, a passive absorber will be resorted  to  largely 
suppress this v ibration  in the  event of the  constan t exciting frequency and the  low dam ping in 
the system ; however, when the  driving frequency is shifting an d /o r  there  exists a high dam ping, 
it becomes impossible to  bring the  steady -sta te  vibrations to  rest or even to  a desired sm all value 
only using a passive v ibration  control system ; instead, the  sem i-active or active v ib ra tion  control 
system s were being studied  for decades, aim ing to  achieve b e tte r  results in v ibration  suppression.
The tim e-delayed v ib ration  absorber discussed in the  second p a rt of th is thesis belongs to 
the fam ily of the  active control system s. In general, the  active v ib ration  control system s will 
apply dynam ic forces a t the  sam e frequency of the  prim ary  excitation  and can provide supe­
rior perform ance. T he control forces w ithin an  active control system  are typically generated 
by electro-hydraulic or electrom echanical ac tua to rs  based on the  feedback inform ation from  the 
m easured response of the  s tru c tu re  a n d /o r  feedforward inform ation from  the  external excitation. 
Its versatility  and adap tab ility  have been a ttrac tin g  considerable research interests in th e  v ib ra­
tion control area. T he control system  of an active dynam ic vibration  absorber was designed using 
the theory  of ou tp u t regulation w ith in ternal stab ility  [15]. The subsequent experim ent showed 
th a t v ib ration  of the  prim ary  m ass can be reduced to  essentially zero a t the  specified frequency. 
In [17], the  v ib ration  suppression of a  sinusoidally excited beam  was well accom plished through  
the feedforward control of the  a lternating  electric current, which subsequently  generated th e  elec-
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trom agnetic force on the  electric line over the  beam  bread th . It was experim entally  confirmed 
th a t the resonant oscillations of th e  first few m odes could be well actively dam ped. In [24]-[25], 
an active v ibration  absorber was employed to  entirely remove the in ternal dam ping of the  device, 
hence increasing the  a ttenuation  of the  host struc tu re . A purely active v ib ra tion  control of an 
elastic p late  using piezoelectric ac tuato rs and  sensors was reported  in [26], and th e  H 2 control 
technique was applied for th e  controller design.
Dr. N ejat Olgac and his research group have been focusing on a novel active vibration 
absorption technique, the  delayed resonator and its applications for m ore th an  a decade [27]- 
[32], T he delayed resonator can be considered to  be a passive-active device th a t  can work either 
passively or actively. In its passive mode, the  device is a trad itional v ib ra tion  absorber. In its 
active mode, a controllable dynam ic force is used to  establish the in ternal resonance. Different 
from the  foregoing litera tu res, th is s tudy  presents a new perspective on th e  delayed resonator by 
exam ining its relationship w ith a  trad itional P roportional and Derivative (PD ) controller. The 
study  focuses on an inherent problem  of such control technique: a conflicting goal of achieving 
the m arginal s tab ility  of the  absorber system  and the  stab ility  of the com bined system . To tackle 
this problem , an online tun ing  algorithm  is proposed. An electrom agnetic ac tu a to r is developed 
to  tes t the tun ing  algorithm . The rest of th is chapter is organized as follows: in Section 4.2, the 
delayed resonator is in troduced from  a view point of a PD  controller; in Section 4.3, the  stab ility  
issue is discussed and the sim ulation results are presented; finally, in Section 4.4, the relationships 
between c, ca , o j  and the  gain pairs g c , g  are studied.
4.2 T he T im e-D elayed  C ontrol S ystem
Fig. 4.1 shows a  prim ary system  attached  w ith a passive/active v ib ra tion  absorber where 
m  and m a are the  masses, c and ca the dam ping values, k  and ka the  stiffnesses of th e  prim ary 
system  and the  absorber system , respectively, FQs'm(iot) an external harm onic excitation, uj the 
exciting frequency, and u  the  ac tua ting  force. Note th a t  when u — 0, th e  absorber becomes 
a passive one. T he passive v ibration  absorber is su itable when the  ex ternal d isturbance is a 
single harm onic force w ith a fixed frequency and the  dam ping value ca is low. However, when 
the exciting frequency varies or the  absorber dam ping is high, the  perform ance of the passive 
absorber deteriorates. The equation  of m otion of the  system  is given by
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Figure 4.1: The system with a passive/active vibration absorber.






c + ca —ca x { t ) k + k a —ka x( t )  F0 s in (ut)  + u
C-a Ca Xa(t) k a ka tT
(4.1)
Despite th e  abundance of the  sophisticated  tools, including the  advanced controllers, the 
Proportional-In tegral-D erivative (PID ) controller is still m ost widely used in m odern industry, 
controlling m ore th an  95% of closed-loop industria l processes because of its sim plicity and versa­
tility. T he PID  controller has been proven to  be robust and effective in m any im portan t control
applications. In th is study, a PD  controller is developed w ith  the  s ta te  feedback from the absorber
mass. T he control effort is given as
u(t)  =  kpx a(t) +  kdx a( t ) (4.2)
Let the s teady -sta te  displacem ents of the  prim ary m ass and absorber m ass be of the  form
x{t) = X e ^ t , x a(t) = X aejwi (4.3)
where j  =  \ f —\. S ubstitu tion  of these steady -sta te  forms into Eq. (4.1) yields the s teady-sta te
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displacem ent am plitude of the  p rim ary  mass,
x  = ______________ (fcp +  kg -  m aQj2) +  j ( c a +  kd)u_______________^  ^
k +  ka -  m u 2 +  j ( c  +  ca)u ~ ( k a +  kp) -  j ( c a +  kd)u
—ka — j c ato ka + k p -  m auj2 +  j ( c a + k d)uj
It can be seen th a t  se tting  the  num erato r of Eq. (4.4) to  be zero can bring the stead y -sta te  
displacem ent of the prim ary mass to  rest, i.e.,
(kp + ka -  m auj2) +  j ( c a +  kd)u) =  0 (4.5)
or
kp = m auj2 -  ka, kd =  ca (4.6)
W hen the  conditions represented by Eq. (4.6) are satisfied, th e  v ibrations of the prim ary
system  will be suppressed com pletely in the  steady  sta te . It is im portan t to  point out th a t  the
trad itional PD  controller needs two s ta tes  feedback to  operate, the  displacem ent and the  velocity, 
which often imposes lim ita tion  on m ost users when only one kind of sensor is available, now a 
question arises if the PD  control algorithm  can be m odified so th a t  only one s ta te  feedback is 
necessary for the  operation. In the  specific case th a t  the  excitation is a sinusoidal force, the 
displacem ent, the  velocity and the  acceleration of either the  absorber m ass or the p rim ary  mass 
have a certain  m athem atical relationship in the  steady state:
xa(t) =  Xa(t -  T / A) / u , Xa( t ) =  x a(t -  T / 2 ) j u ) 2 (4.7)
where T  =  2tt/ uj is the  period of the  exciting force. U tilizing the  relationships in Eq. (4.7), the 
PD  control effort can be modified to
u = kpx a(t) + kdx a(t) = kpx a(t ) + kdujxa(t +  T /4 )  (4.8)
Since the  displacem ent xa(t) of the  absorber mass is a sinusoidal wave, th e  control effort can be 
fu rther expressed as
u  = kpx a(t) -  kdioxa( t - T / 4) (4.9)
Then, substitu ting  Eq. (4.6) into Eq. (4.9) yields
u = ( m au 2 -  ka)xa(t) +  (cau ) x a(t -  T j 4) (4-10)
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Equation (4.10) can be in terp re ted  by a  geom etric represen ta tion  as shown in Fig. 4.2, 
where (m atu2 — ka)x a(t ) is a  vector w ith  an angle tot w ith  respect to  the  horizontal axis and. 
(cau))xa(t -  T /4 )  is a vector th a t  is 90° lag of ( m aui2 — ka) x a(t). N ote th a t  caui is certain ly  a 
positive num ber, b u t m a l u 2 — ka m ay be a negative or positive value; no m atte r  which case it 
drops, these two vectors can always be represented by a  new vector given as g x a(t — t d) where
Figure 4.2: Vector representation of the control effort.
g = \J{mau 2 -  ka)2 +  (cau>)2 (4.11)
t d = — [tan_1( -----^  ) 4- 2n7r], n  =  0 ,1 , 2, . .  . (4.12)
l u  m a LO2 -  k a
Not surprisingly, Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) give the  gain and the  delay tim e, respectively, of the 
delayed resonator proposed by Dr. Olgac [27]. Now Eq. (4.10) becomes
u =  gxa( t - t d) (4.13)
The p roportional tim e-delayed control system  designed above is a partia l s ta te  feedback
one. I t m akes use of only one s ta te  element: the  displacem ent of th e  absorber. T his featu re
will facilitate the  im plem entation  in case th a t  only one type of sensor is available. It is w orth 
m entioning th a t  any of the  o ther two s ta te  elem ents, the  velocity or th e  acceleration, m ay be
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used to  realize the tim e-delayed controller as well, their corresponding gains and tim e-delays are 
calculated by the  following equations, respectively (refer to  Eq. (4.7)): w ith  a delayed velocity 
feedback
g = ^ \ ] { m auu2 -  k a)2 +  (cauj)2 (4.14)
td =  — [tan_1( Uf a ) +  (2n  +  0.5)7r],n =  0 ,1 , 2 ,. .. (4.15)
lu m a t u 2 -  k a
Or w ith a delayed acceleration feedback
9 =  \ \ l { r n aLU2 -  ka)2 +  (cau )2 (4.16)
uuA v
td -  — [tan_1( -----) +  (2n  +  l)7r],n  =  0 ,1 , 2 , . .  . (4.17)
to m aLu2 -  k a
Note the errors in Eq. (4) of [31]. T he equations above dem onstra te  th a t , for a given 
passive v ibration  absorber system  and a constan t exciting frequency, the  feedback gain is a  fixed 
value; while, the  tim e delay is m ulti-valued, it depends on which cycle is preferred  for the  signal 
feedback. It is also w orth m entioning th a t  the  bigger tim e delay m ay lead to  a slower reaction  
of the actuator.
4.3 S tab ility  o f th e  C om bined  S ystem
The tim e-delayed v ibration  control system  m ay in troduce some unstab le  poles in to  th e  com­
bined system , hence the  stab ility  issue arises. W ith  the  param eters designed for the  controller, 
the characteristic  equation of the  entire 2-DOF system  is given by
C E ( s ) — (m as 2 +  cas + ka) ( m s 2 +  cs +  k) +  m as2(cas + k a) +  ggs le~tdS( m s 2 +  cs +  k) = 0 (4.18)
where gg is the  feedback gain of the global system  and, I =  0 is for the  d isplacem ent feedback, 
I =  1 for the  velocity feedback and, I = 2 for the  acceleration feedback, respectively. E quation  
(4.18) contains a tim e-delayed term ; due to  its transcenden tal nature , there  should be infinitely 
m any poles on the  root loci for a fixed set of gain and tim e delay. Accordingly, there  exist 
infinitely m any poles on the  im aginary axis, and each pole corresponds to  a certain  feedback 
gain which is referred to  as the  crossing gain in the  litera tu res [27]-[28] and  denoted as gc in this 
study. The stab ility  of the  whole system  is guaran teed  only if the m inim um  crossing gain gc is 
larger th an  the  designed ac tu a to r gain g for the  controller. In this case, th e  poles are located  
in the left half p lane when the  tim e-delayed active v ibration  absorber takes the designed gain;
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hence the  entire system  is asym ptotically  stable. W hen gc >  g, th ere  is a safety m argin for g. 
W hen gc <  g, the ideal delayed resonator is unachievable if the  s tab ility  of the  com bined system  
is m aintained.
Assume th a t  the  d isturbance frequency m ay take any value in the  range of 5.0 Hz to  25 Hz. 
W hen the  displacem ent signal of the  absorber system  is fedback, the  designed ac tu a to r gain g 
can be obtained from Eq. (4.11); m eanwhile, th e  m inim um  crossing gain gc of the global system  
may be found using Eq. (4.18). The procedure for num erically obtain ing  gc is given as follows: 
refering to  [27], equation (4.18) can be further expressed as
w ith I =  0 for the  displacem ent feedback, I =  1 for the  velocity feedback and, I =  2 for the 
acceleration feedback. Let s = jujc, where u c is the  global crossing frequency corresponding to 
gC) the  following relations can be reached:
Using the  angular condition to  find the  crossing frequencies, and the  corresponding crossing gains 
on the  im aginary axis can be subsequently  obtained. Pick out the m inim um  global crossing gain 
as gc. W hen u  =  13.1 Hz, for exam ple, td =  0.036 s. For a certain  exciting  frequency ca, the
Use the  param eters of the  experim ental system  (see next section) as an  example: m  =  3.451 
kg, c =  32.9 N s/m , k  =  31067 N /m , m a — 0.253 kg, ca =  1.484 N s/m , k a =  2277 N /m . It is 
easy to  find th a t  the  two n a tu ra l frequencies of the  system  are 13.1 Hz and  17.3 Hz, respectively.
C E {s )  = A(s )  +  gge - tdSB ( s ) =  0 (4.19)
where
A (s) =  (m as2 +  cas +  ka) ( m s 2 +  cs +  A;) +  m as2(cas +  ka) 
B ( s ) =  s l( m s 2 +  cs + k)
(4.20)
A{jujc) = - g ce °tiLJcB(ju jc) (4.21)
or
(4.22)
The angular condition and the  gain condition can then  be derived respectively as
e j ( n - t d u j c )  _ _  e j [ l A ( j o j c ) - l B ( j w c ')}
_  A  (ju>c)
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tim e delay td can be calculated. Vary u>c to  find a series of global crossing frequencies which 
satisfy the  angular condition represented by Eq. (4.23), th en  the  corresponding global gains can 
be derived from Eq. (4.24). Check the  trend  of the  variation  of gc to  find the  m inim um  global 
crossing gain. Those gain pairs for different exciting frequencies were p lo tted  in Fig. 4.3. It shows 
th a t  the two curves intersect around 14 Hz. In the  case of th e  exciting frequency below 14 Hz, 
gc < g holds, it implies th a t the  feedback gain cannot take the  designed value. W hen the  exciting 
frequency is above 14 Hz, the  condition gc > g exists; the ideal delayed control can be realized. 
It is understandable th a t  the closer the  achievable ac tua to r gain approaches the  designed gain g y 
the  b e tte r  perform ance the ac tu a to r can give. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the  relationships betw een the 
designed ac tua to r gain g, the tim e delay td and the  exciting frequency lu (in Hz). It can be seen 


















Figure 4.3: The designed gain g (solid) and the minimum crossing gain gc (dash-dot) versus the exciting frequencies 
with the displacement feedback.
Num erical sim ulations were done when lu = 17.3  Hz and 13.1 Hz, respectively. The feedback 
gains and the tim e delays of the  ac tua to r are 730 N /m  and 0.002 s, 576 N /m  and 0.036 s, 
respectively, as per Eqs. (4.11), (4.12). The results are p lo tted  in Fig. 4.5. I t  validates two points: 
first, the ac tua to r is capable of suppressing the vibration of the  prim ary  system  to essentially zero
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Figure 4.4: The designed actuator gain g (solid) and the minimum crossing gain gc (dash-dot) of the global system 
versus the time delay td respectively when the exciting frequency uj is increasing (along the arrow).
at u  =  17.3 Hz; second, the  response of th e  prim ary  system  runs into th e  divergent instab ility  
w ith the  designed ac tu a to r gain a t u  =  13.1 Hz.
T he velocity or th e  acceleration signal can also be fedback to  the  ac tu a to r instead  of the 
displacem ent. In such case, the  stab ility  analysis should be carried ou t following the  sim ilar 
procedure to  the  displacem ent feedback, based on Eq. (4.18). It is no ted  th a t, norm ally, the 
frequency range for the  stab ility  or instab ility  of the system  would be different for different types 
of s ta te  feedback. For instance, when the  acceleration signal is used to  activate  the a c tu a to r  in 
the  curren t system , the  stable frequency range dwindles to  [14, 16.5] Hz, as shown in Fig. 4.6. 
Note th a t  the  feedback gain is a very sm all value, due to  the  large acceleration signal. In  the 
unstable frequency range, the ac tu a to r m ay still work to  some degree; under this circum stance, 
the  m axim um  feedback gain should be sm aller th an  th e  m inim um  crossing gain of the  global 
system . Experim ents in C hap ter 5 will dem onstra te  the  effectiveness of th e  tim e-delayed v ib ra ­
tion control system  w ith  acceleration feedback a t the two resonance frequencies, bo th  of which 
drop in unstab le  frequency range. Correspondingly, Fig. 4.7 illustrates the  relationships betw een 
the designed ac tu a to r gain g, the  tim e delay td and the exciting frequency w (in Hz) for the
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Figure 4.5: The response of the primary system: (a) u> =17.3 Hz; w ithout control (gray); with control (dark); (b) 
uj =13.1 Hz; with control.
acceleration feedback.
4.4 R elationsh ips betw een  c, ca, l u  and th e  G ain Pairs gc, g
The m ain concern on this type of tim e-delayed v ib ra tion  absorber is th a t  the  designed ac tu ­
ator param eters may cause instab ility  in the  system  a t some frequency ranges. As expected, the 
dam ping values c and ca play a significant role in the  stab ility  analysis of the  global system . In 
order to b e tte r  understand  the  relationships betw een c, ca, l u  and the gain pairs gc, g, a num ber of 
num erical com putations have been done, and the  results were p lo tted  in Figs. 4.8 - 4.11. P lease 
note in the following figures, the dam ping ratios were used instead of th e  dam ping values, the 
relations betw een them  are
C = c j  (2V%m),Ca =  caj  (2 y /kam a) (4.25)
Two types of ou tpu t feedback have been considered; displacem ent feedback and acceleration 
feedback.
• D isplacem ent Feedback: Figure 4.8 shows in th e  case th a t  £ is fixed and  ( a is increasing, the 
intersection frequency corresponding to  the  condition of g — gc, is increasing slightly as well;
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Figure 4.6: The designed actuator gain g (solid) and the minimum crossing gain gc (dash-dot) of the global system 
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Figure 4.7: The designed actuator gain g (solid) and the minimum crossing gain gc (dash-dot) of the global system 
versus the time delay td respectively when the exciting frequency uj is increasing (along the arrow).
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for the exciting frequencies lower th an  th a t  in tersection frequency, it can be seen th a t  the 
operable range, where gc is close to  g, becom es bigger; for the  exciting frequencies above th a t 
intersection frequency, the  ad justab le  m argin  for g , i.e., th e  gap betw een gc and g, narrows. 
Correspondingly, Fig. 4.9 illustrates th e  relationships betw een the  designed a c tu a to r gain 
















Figure 4.8: The designed gain g and the minimum crossing gain gc versus the exciting frequencies w ith the 
displacement feedback; £ =  0.05 fixed, £a changes: dashdot, £o=0.01; solid, £a=0.03; dotted, £o=0.1; dashed, 
£a=0.15;
U nder the  circum stance th a t  £a is fixed and  £ changes, it can be seen from Fig. 4.10 and 
Fig. 4.11 th a t  all th e  curves for g versus the  exciting frequency appear the  same, regardless 
of the  variations of c. This is because th a t  the  designed ac tua to r gain g has nothing to  do 
w ith the  p rim ary  system , as per Eq. (4.11); however, the  difference in the  dam ping value c 
will lead to  a different gc.
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Figure 4.9: The designed gain g and the minimum crossing gain gc versus the time delay td respectively when 
the exciting frequency uj is increasing from 5 Hz to  25 Hz; displacement feedback; C =  0.05 fixed, Ca changes: 














Figure 4.10: The designed gain g and the minimum crossing gain gc versus the exciting frequencies w ith the 
displacement feedback; =  0.03 fixed, (  changes: dashdot, (=0.01; solid, (=0.05; dotted, (=0.1; dashed,
(=0.15;
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Time delay td (s)
0.07 0.08 0.09
Figure 4.11: The designed gain g and the minimum crossing gain gc versus the time delay tj, respectively when 
the exciting frequency ui is increasing from 5 Hz to 25 Hz; displacement feedback; £a =  0.03 fixed, £ changes: 
dashdot, £=0.01; solid, £=0.05; dotted, £=0.1; dashed, £=0.15;
•  Acceleration Feedback: C om pared to  the displacem ent feedback, the  stab ility  frequency 
range for the acceleration signal feedback is much sm aller, lim ited only to  the  area around 
the  anti-resonance frequency, which can be seen from Figs. 4.12 and 4.14; however, as the 
dam ping ratio  grows, th a t  stab ility  range increases slightly. It implies th a t  in m ost cases 
the  designed ac tu a to r gain g is no t achievable and, the  m axim um  realizable gain to  make 
the system  stab le  is gc.
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Figure 4.12: The designed gain g and the minimum crossing gain gc versus the exciting frequencies with the 
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Figure 4.13: The designed gain g and the minimum crossing gain gc versus the time delay td respectively when 
the exciting frequency lj is increasing from 5 Hz to 25 Hz; acceleration feedback; £ =  0.05 fixed, ( a changes: 
dashdot, ( a=0.01; solid, ( a=0.03; dotted, £a=0.1; dashed, (Q=0.15;
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Figure 4.14: The designed gain g and the minimum crossing gain gc versus the exciting frequencies w ith the 
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Figure 4.15: The designed gain g and the minimum crossing gain gc versus the time delay td respectively when 
the exciting frequency uj is increasing from 5 Hz to 25 Hz; acceleration feedback; ( a =  0.03 fixed, (  changes: 
dashdot, ( —0.01; solid, (=0.05; dotted, ( —0.1; dashed, (=0.15;
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C hapter 5
Experiment
This chapter presents the  experim ental results of the  tim e-delayed v ibration  absorber. The chap­
ter is organized as follows: an ac tu a to r was developed to  realize th e  designed control algorithm  
of the  tim e-delayed v ibration  control system . Subsequently, the  experim ent was conducted to  
validate its effectiveness in the  v ib ration  suppression.
5.1 T he E xp erim en ta l Setup
Fig. 5.1 shows a photograph of the  developed tim e-delayed control system  a ttached  to  a 
prim ary system . The entire experim ental system  consists of four subsystem s: prim ary system , 
absorber system , ac tu a to r and com puter control system . As schem atically  shown in Fig. 5.2, 
the absorber system  comprises a  clam ped-clam ped alum inum  beam  (1) and a perm anent m agnet 
(PM ) (2) th a t  is em bedded in the  center of the  beam  and placed betw een two electrom agnets
(3). The electrom agnet is constructed  by winding Gauge 22 copper wire around a steel core. 
T he perm anen t m agnet plays a dual role: acting as an absorber mass and form ing an a c tu a to r to  
produce the  proper control force by in teracting  w ith  the  electrom agnets. T he reason for replacing 
the  C -shaped electrom agnet in P a r t  I w ith two new electrom agnets is th a t  th e  polarities of these 
two electrom agnets a t the  ends close to  the  PM  should be always kept the  sam e, South or N orth  
sim ultaneously. T he prim ary system  (4) is an alum inum  slab supported  by an  alum inum  p la te  on 
each side, acting  like a  single degree-of-freedom (D O F) system. T he electrom agnets are fastened  
to  the  slab by two brackets, forming p a rt of the  prim ary mass. A small perm anen t m agnet (5) 
is glued on an  alum inum  bar th a t  is clam ped to  the  prim ary mass. T his perm anent m agnet 
in teracts w ith  an electrom agnetic shaker (6) to  generate a non-contact exciting disturbance. T he
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purpose of adding the  alum inum  bar betw een the  perm anen t m agnet and the  prim ary mass 
is to  minimize the interference of the  m agnetic field generated  by th e  electrom agnetic shaker 
and the  one generated by the  ac tua to r. T he m echanical p roperties of the  system  are given in 
C hap ter 4, and  the electrical properties of the  a c tu a to r electrom agnets are: L = 150 mH, J£=13 
Q. T he com puter control system  is described as follows: the  response of th e  absorber m ass is 
m easured by an accelerom eter and conditioned via a charger amplifier. Subsequently, th e  D a ta  
A cquisition Board DS1102 (dSpace) is utilized to  convert the  signals from  analog to  d ig ital or 
d igital to  analog. ControlD esk (dSpace) provides the  interface betw een M atlab , Sim ulink and 
DS1102. A Simulink m odel depicted in Fig. 5.4 was developed to  im plem ent on-line optim um  
gain tracking, thus realize the  tim e-delayed proportional state-feedback control algorithm . In 
the following step, a  controlled a lte rna ting  voltage is sent to  the  electrom agnet windings th rough  
the  current regulator board. Those two electrom agnet windings are connected in parallel in  the 
circuit. The exciting signal is generated  by a subsystem  w ithin  the  Sim ulink m odel and sen t to  
a power amplifier. T he o u tp u t of th e  amplifier drives the  electrom agnetic shaker to  excite the 
p rim ary system .
Figure 5.1: Photograph of the experimental setup.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the entire experimental system.
5.2 T he A ctu a tin g  Force
According to  the control law of the  tim e-delayed control system , a proper ac tuating  force is 
desired to  actively suppress th e  v ib ration  of th e  p rim ary  system . T his force can be produced  by 
placing a  perm anent m agnet a t the  gap center of two electrom agnets. Assum e th a t  these two 
electrom agnets have th e  sam e electrical characteristics and opera te  under the  sam e conditions. 
T he in teraction  force betw een th e  perm anen t m agnet and one electrom agnet is approxim ately  
proportional to  the  curren t flowing through  its winding and inversely p roportional to  the  square 
of the  air gap, i.e.
Fx = \ i  j ( G ap -  x a)2 (5.1)
where A is a constan t rela ted  to  the property  of the  ac tuato r, i the w inding current, G ap the 
air gap when the  perm anen t m agnet is a t its equilibrium  position and, x a th e  displacem ent of 
the  perm anent m agnet. I t  should be noted th a t  th e  force betw een an electrom agnet and a  steel 
surface is proportional to  the  square of the  w inding current. Correspondingly, the  in terac tion
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force between the  perm anen t m agnet and the  o ther electrom agnet is given by
F2 = Xi j  (Gap +  x a)2 (5-2)
For the slight m otion of the  absorber mass abou t its equilibrium  position, (As to  the  curren t 
setup, Gap =  26 mm and, th e  m axim um  displacem ent m agnitude of the  absorber m ass is around 
6 mm.) the forces above can be approxim ated by the  linear equations,
Fi «  \ i j G 2ap( 1 +  2x a/ G ap) (5-3)
F2 * \ i / G 2ap( l - 2 x a/ G ap) (5.4)
By controlling the phase of th e  a lternating  w inding current, the  forces Fi and F2 keep the  sam e 
direction, thus the  net electrom agnetic ac tuating  force on the  perm anen t m agnet is
Fmt = Fi + F2 ~  2 \ i / G 2ap (5.5)
It indicates th a t  th is ne t force, the  control effort, is p roportional to  the  winding curren t only, due 
to  the  m utual field com pensations from these two electrom agnets. In th is way, th e  force F net is 
easily controllable provided th a t  the  displacem ent m agnitude of the  absorber is relatively small.
5 .3  O n lin e  T u n in g  S t r a te g y
For a given electro-m echanical system , the inherent tim e delay includes two parts: tmc and 
t e, where tmc is the  delay caused by th e  com putation  and the  reaction  of the  m echanical system  
and t e is the delay caused by the  induction of th e  electrom agnetic coils. Define t s as the  delay 
set by the  control algorithm , clearly,
t s — id imc t e (5.6)
Also note th a t  td is m ulti-valued; it is preferable to  set td such th a t  t s is a  positive value, b u t as 
small as possible. te m ay be calculated as
t e =  [tan ~x (lj L  /  R)} j  u) (5-7)
In the m eantim e, tmc can  be found to  be 0.041 s using Eq. (5.8),
i-mc id is ie (3-8)
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where the tim e delay t s in the  sim ulink m odel can be m annually  ad justed  to  be found which can 
lead to  the best perform ance of th is active v ib ra tion  absorber.
W hen the  tim e delay t s (thus td) is accurately  determ ined  for a  certa in  frequency, the feedback 
gain can be gradually enlarged until a point, bigger th an  th a t , th e  v ib ra tion  of the p rim ary  
system  will s ta r t increasing a n d /o r  the  system  will go to  unstable. T h a t po in t is the optim um  
gain which can be achieved by the  current experim ent setup. Two cases should be considered. 
F irst, when the  m inim um  global crossing gain gc is bigger th an  the  designed absorber gain  g. 
the optim um  gain is g\ second, in the  case of gc <  g, the  optim um  gain should be gc. A  flow 
chart of the optim um  gain tracking program  is illu stra ted  in Fig. 5.3. T he program  is executed 
in the following -way: every 0.512 s, the  program  collects 512 acceleration d a ta  from the p rim ary  
mass, w ith the  sam pling tim e 1 ms. Those 512 d a ta  will be separa ted  into two groups, th e  first 
256 d a ta  and the  second 256 data . The ratio  betw een the R oot M ean Square (RMS) values of 
those two groups of acceleration signals can th en  be calculated. This ra tio  m ay be utilized to 
determ ine th e  trend  of the  response of the  p rim ary  mass. If th is ra tio  is below 1.01, it m eans 
th a t the response of the  prim ary mass is no t increasing, so enlarging the  gain is recom m ended; 
when the ratio  is bigger th an  the  threshold  1.03, it implies th a t  the  m agn itude  of x(t)  is rising, 
the optim um  gain is ju st stepped  over. The ra tionale  of the  program  is to  increase the feedback 
gain step  by step, while m onitoring the  acceleration m agnitude of the  p rim ary  system. If the  
acceleration m agnitude is decreasing or rem aining the  same, th e  gain should  be added more. 
Once the acceleration m agnitude begins growing, reduce the gain a little  b it and then keep it 
unchanged, since the  system  has ju st run  into instab ility  a n d /o r  the  optim um  gain has been 
stepped over. This optim um  gain tracking program  is effective for the  present experim ental 
system  under an assum ption: except the  harm onic excitation, no o ther d istu rbance  exists. The 
advantage of th is online tuning s tra tegy  lies in the  effort-saving on the  derivation of the accura te  
equations from  th e  control com m and to  the  exact control force. I t  is w orth  m entioning th a t  
those thresholds were found experimentally. Take the  upper thresho ld  1.03 for example. If this 
threshold  is too  small, it will no t com prom ise th e  fluctuation of th e  m agnitude  of x(t)  in  the  
transien t response; while, if th is threshold is too  big, the au to -tun ing  gain will continuously 
increase regardless of the  fact th a t  the  system  has been divergently unstab le . T he experim ental 
results w ith different settings of th is threshold were dem onstra ted  in the  nex t section.
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Figure 5.3: Flow chart of the optimum gain tracking program.
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The whole sim ulink m odel of th e  com puter control, shown in Fig. 5.4, can be described as 
follows: the sam pled acceleration d a ta  x(t)  of the  prim ary  s tru c tu re  are first stored in an S- 
function nam ed ’’buffer” until a specified d a ta  length  (512) is reached. T hen the  d a ta  are passed 
to an S-function nam ed ’’optim um  gain tracking” where a C program  is executed and finally the 
optim um  feedback gain is determ ined. M eanwhile, the  tim e delay m ay be obtained  as per Eq. 
(5.6), and then  applied to  the acceleration signal x a(t) of the absorber mass. T he proportionally  
amplified tim e-delayed acceleration signal is used to  drive the  electrom agnets th rough  a curren t 
regulator board. As a result, a corresponding control force is generated  betw een the prim ary  




x(t) b u ffe r e x c i ta t io n






zoh productADC utd DACt im e-de lay
c a lc u la t io n
in  Hz to rad ian  c program
Figure 5.4: Simulink model of the computer control.
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5.4 E x p erim en ta l R esu lts
The experim ent was conducted w ith  the  exciting  frequency was set to  13.3 Hz, 17.1 Hz. 
respectively, nam ely th e  two resonance frequencies obtained experim entally. Figs. 5.5-5.8 show 
the response of the  p rim ary  s truc tu re  w ithou t contro l and w ith  control, in which two scenarios 
were considered: one, the  online optim um -gain track ing  s tra tegy  was im plem ented; the  o ther, 
the  ac tuato r w ith the  designed tim e-delayed control algorithm  was activated  ab rup tly  a t 30 s. It 
shows th a t the  designed tim e-delayed v ib ra tion  absorber can suppress the  v ib ration  up to  95% 
off in term s of the m agnitude of the  acceleration signal. The a lte rna ting  voltage applied on the 
electrom agnet windings is dem onstrated  in the  figures as well. I t  can be seen th a t  th e  sudden  
im plem entation of the  control needs a higher peak  voltage, a larger q uan tity  of energy in p u t a t 
the m oment of the  activation; by con trast, th e  online tun ing  s tra tegy  m ay gradually  suppress 
the vibration of the prim ary  system  and, the  energy input is sm ooth  and in a sm aller scale.
Figure 5.5: Experimental results when the excitation frequency is 13.3 Hz and the online tuning strategy is 
implemented: (a) the response of the primary system w ithout control (gray line) or with control (dark line); (b) 
the controlled voltage applied to the electromagnet winding.
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Figure 5.6: Experimental results when the excitation frequency is 13.3 Hz and the designed actuator is activated 
suddenly at 30 s: (a) the response of the prim ary system without control (gray line) or w ith control (dark line); 





Figure 5.7: Experimental results when the excitation frequency is 17.1 Hz and the online tuning strategy is 
implemented: (a) the response of the primary system w ithout control (gray line) or with control (dark line); (b) 
the controlled voltage applied to the electromagnet winding.
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Figure 5.8: Experimental results when the excitation frequency is 17.1 Hz and the designed actuator is activated 
suddenly at 30 s: (a) the response of the prim ary system without control (gray line) or with control (dark line); 
(b) the controlled voltage applied to the electromagnet winding.
As m entioned in th e  previous section, the  upper threshold 1.03 in the  optim um  gain tracking 
program  was found experim entally  by tria l-and-error. A too small or too big value of this 
threshold will m ake the  program  defective. If th is threshold  is too  small, it will no t compromise 
the fluctuation of the  m agnitude of x ( t )  in the  tran sien t response; while, if th is threshold  is too 
big, the  au to -tun ing  gain will continuously increase regardless of the  fact th a t  the  system  has 
been divergently unstable. The experim ental results w ith  different settings of th is threshold were 
dem onstrated  in Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: The response of the primary mass with different settings of the upper thresholds in auto-tuning 
program, w =  13.3 Hz: (a) threshold 1.014 (b) threshold 1.03 (c) threshold 1.16.
The m inim um  global crossing gain gc can be found experim entally. For every exciting fre­
quency, the  gain can be increased until the  response of the  p rim ary  m ass s ta r ts  to  increase and 
the  system  s ta r ts  runn ing  into instability. The experim ental resu lts were p lo tted  in Fig. 5.10. 
This experim ental gain is p roportional to  the calculated  gain gc p lo tted  in Fig. 4.3 except a  sm all 
portion where the  exciting frequency is low.
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Figure 5.10: The minimum crossing gain gc obtained experimentally
5.5 Effect o f t s on th e  R esp on se  and th e  S tab ility  o f th e  P rim ary S ystem
Provided the  optim um  ac tu a to r feedback gain is fixed, the increase or decrease of the  preset 
tim e-delay t s can lead to  two situations: the  v ibration  of the prim ary  system  may increase a n d /o r  
the  system  m ay go to  instability. In order to  experim entally  dem onstra te  these effects rendered 
by th e  variation of t s, two scenarios were created. Figure 5.11 shows th a t th e  acceleration 
m agnitude of the  prim ary m ass was correspondingly increased, as t s experienced the  m ulti-step  
changes from 0.021 s to  0.030 s w ith a step  change of 0.003 s. By con trast, when t s took a step 
change from 0.021 s to  0.018 s, the  system  ran  into instab ility  and  the  acceleration m agnitude 
of the  prim ary  m ass augm ented dram atically, as shown in Fig. 5.12. T he experim ental results 
are understandab le  when re-exam ining Fig. 4.7. T he exciting frequency is 13.3 Hz. W ith  
the  feedback gain unchanged, increasing the  tim e delay t s will lead to  a larger global crossing 
gain gc, so th e  system  is still stable, b u t under the  control of the  controller w ith non-optim um  
param eters; however, decreasing the  tim e delay t s will lead to  a sm aller gc, and the  ac tu a to r is 
now working w ith a feedback gain bigger th an  th is global crossing gain gc, so the  whole system  
goes to  instability.
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Figure 5.11; Experimental results when t s experiences the multi-step changes, w = 13.3 Hz: (a) the response of 
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Figure 5.12: Experimental results when t s experiences a step change, w=  13.3 Hz: (a) the response of the primary 
system; (b) the variation of t s .
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C hapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 C onclusions
Firstly, an electrom agnetic v ibration  absorber (EMVA) has been developed. By varying 
the  current to  the  electrom agnet, the  absorber stiffness can be on-line adjusted; as a result, it 
can cope w ith a harm onic excitation w ith  a variable frequency. A procedure for the stiffness 
characterization has been presented. T he fundam ental theory  of electrom agnetism  has been 
employed to  establish the  analytical relation  for the  variable m agnetic stiffness. T he analytical 
relation has been validated  experim entally. The effectiveness of th e  electrom agnetic v ib ration  
absorber has been tested . The experim ent has shown th a t  EMVA is capable of ad justing  its 
frequency such th a t  the  tun ing  condition is satisfied in the event of variation  of the  exciting 
frequency. T he m ain advantages of the  proposed device lie in its rap id  reaction and  m otionless 
adjustm ent. T he analysis approaches employed in th is study  are useful for fu rther op tim ization  of 
the device and design of any new devices involved in application of electrom agnetism . Further, 
based on the  theoretical study  in C hap ter 3, the  following conclusions can be drawn: 1). In 
com puting th e  flux density, an electrom agnet w ith  a th in  layer of coils m ay be m odeled as a 
current carrying cylindrical sheet. W hen the  difference between the  ou ter rad ius and the  inner 
radius of the  coils increases, the  approxim ation error will increase. 2). A perm anen t m agnet w ith 
a round cross section harnesses the  flux from the  electrom agnet m ost efficiently and offers the  
g reatest m agnetic stiffness, as a result, the  ad justab le  m argin for kv is enlarged. 3). A perm anen t 
m agnet w ith a round cross section results in the  g rea test negative constan t m agnetic  stiffness due 
to  the in teraction  betw een the  perm anent m agnet and the  core of the  electrom agnet. This effect
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seems to  counteract the  effect s ta ted  above. However, th is coun teraction  can be com pensated by 
m anipulating  the  constan t stiffness created  by the  absorber beam . 4). In general, the  narrow er 
the gap of the electrom agnet, the  g reater and m ore linear the  variable m agnetic stiffness.
Secondly, based on a trad itional PD  control algorithm , a tim e-delayed v ib ration  control sys­
tem  has been developed to  suppress the  v ib ra tion  of the  prim ary system  caused by the  harm onic 
excitation. This control system  features th a t  the  signal feedback m ay be the  response of the 
absorber system  in any form: displacem ent, velocity and  acceleration. T he stab ility  issue of the 
entire system  has been discussed. An electrom agnetic ac tua to r has been designed and  utilized in 
the experim ent to  provide a controllable force. An online tuning s tra teg y  has been proposed to  
autom atically  determ ine the  optim um  feedback gain of the control system  for the  curren t setup. 
B oth  the  sim ulation and the  experim ental results have shown th a t  the  tim e-delayed control sys­
tem  can significantly reduce the  v ib ration  of the  prim ary  system. F urther, it was found th a t  the 
average power consum ption of this tim e-delayed v ibration  absorber was only around 0.2 W .
6.2 Future W ork
T he tunab le  electrom agnetic v ibration  absorber proposed in th is thesis belongs to  a lab work 
and, its effectiveness in v ibration  suppression has been dem onstrated . The m axim um  power 
requirem ent of this EMVA in the  experim ent is 20 W . How to  m ake th is EMVA applicable in 
industries becomes the  m ain focus of a fu ture  research. Some ten ta tiv e  directions in this regard  
are the  m in iatu rization  of the EMVA, its lower power consum ption, the  fatigue of the  m aterials, 
its resistance to  the corrosion, the  noises and the  ex ternal im pact.
As to  the tim e-delayed vibration  absorber, the  current experim ent setup  needs im provem ents. 
The dam ping c of the prim ary system  is no t a constan t value. W hen the  displacem ent x  is small, 
c assum es a sm all value. W hen the  displacem ent x  increases, c takes a  large value. This fact m ay 
prevent showing the  effectiveness of the tim e-delayed vibration absorber in v ib ration  suppression 
in th e  case th a t  the  dam ping c is high. In order to  provide a higher and m ore constan t dam ping 
c for the  prim ary  system , new m aterials for the  plates th a t form  th e  p rim ary  spring need to  
be found. F urther, the  practical application of th is tim e-delayed v ib ra tion  absorber should be 
investigated as well.
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A p p en d ix  A
Further Information on Permanent 
Magnets
A .l  D efin ition  o f M agn etiza tion
T he streng th  of the  poles for a  PM  is found to  be proportional to  th e  cross-sectional a rea  or 
the  area of the end faces. Thus the  poles appear to  be surface poles, w ith  a certain  density  per 
unit area. The m ost apparen t way to  account for th is observation is to  postu la te  the  presence 
of a vector quantity  M, directed  along the  m agnet axis, w ith m agnitude M  indicative of the 
m agnet streng th  or m agnetization  for the  particu la r m aterial, so th a t  the  poles appear only to 
the ex ten t th a t  M intersects the  surface. T he pole s tren g th  is th en  a  = M -n , w ith n  th e  outw ard 
unit norm al to  the surface: <7 =  0 along the  sides and a  =  ± M  at th e  ends 1M .
A .2 F ields from  C ylindrical P M s
To calculate the fields directly the  sim plest procedure is to  in itially  carry out a  restric ted  
calculation for the field com ponents above one pole face of a cylindrical m agnet disposed as in 
Fig. A .I. The coordinates p and 9 can then  be used for the  in tegration . For the elem ent pdddp 
the field is dH r along r,
a pdddp
dHr =   --------------—  A . l )
4.71 r z
where a  is the  surface pole density  of the  PM . Since r 2 =  p2 +  z 2, th is  leads to
JU  (? pdOdp
d H r  =  -j- - - 2 7 1  ( A - 2 )47r pz +
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Figure A.l: For the fields from a circle of uniform pole density at a point above one corner.
The contribution of the  elem ent to  H , is
d H z =  cLHr cos i
where
M athem atical m anipulation  yields
cos 0
■ H i .  =





47r (p2 +  z 2)3/ 2
In tegrating  w .r.t p and 9 over the  area of the  circle to  give the con tribu tion  from  the  whole sheet, 
the com ponent H z for cr >  0 is along O Z  is
r 27r rR
H z =
47t Jo Jo (p2 +  z 2)3/ 2 ^  2  ̂ \ / R 2 + z 2
(A.6)
Finally, the m agnetic field s treng th  a t a  point P  can be found by superposition  on the  contribu­
tions from two pole faces of the  PM , which is given as
H z
a z  +  h
_{R2 + {z + h)2]l/2 [R 2 + z 2}112.
(A.7)
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It should be noted th a t , due to  the  sym m etry, the  field contribu tions in  o ther directions are 
canceled out. Accordingly, the  flux density  B z a t the  sam e po in t is represented  by
B r. =
z  + h
[R2 +  (z + h )2}1/2 [R2 + z 2}1/2_
(A.8)
where fi, M  are the thickness and m agnetization  of th e  PM , respectively. N ote th a t  a  = M .
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